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Doing Business in Brazil 

The election of Ms. Dilma Rousseff – New President of Brazil (2011-2014) 

Introduction 

Ms. Dilma (62) became associated with PT (Labor Party) ten years ago, initially in the South of Brazil as 

Energy Secretary in the Gov’t of Rio Grande do Sul. President Lula invited her five or six years ago to join 

the Federal Government, as Ministry of Mines and Energy and lately as Political Coordinator (State 

Secretary) and also as leader of key federal government large projects (PAC) in the last couple of years. 

She did well in most assignments she was appointed for and President Lula decided to indicate her to his 

political party (PT) as his substitute to compete in the recent elections, when Ms. Dilma was elected with 

57 million votes (vs. 43 million of candidate Serra). 

The popularity of President Lula (80% public endorsement as good/excellent) was the single most 

important factor for the election of Ms. Dilma, who has never competed in a State or federal election 

before. 

Major executive and political qualities of Ms. Dilma 

 Ten years experience in the Labor Party (PT) what qualifies her as a party recognized leader. 

 Ms. Dilma demonstrated political ability as State Secretary, coordinating major government 

projects and getting the cooperation of other parties and political allies.  

 She has been considered also a “good manager” leading federal government projects as well as 

the Mines and Energy Ministry. 

 Ms. Dilma has been a long term fighter for civil rights in Brazil and has fought Brazilian 

dictatorships in the period of 1964-84, when she was in prison arrested by the militaries during 

a few years in the 70’s. 

 Ms. Dilma has been recognized as a tough executive and as an intelligent person with high 

political skills and sensibility. In some ways we can say she is the “Brazilian Thatcher” but well to 

the left of Ms. Margaret.  

For all her qualities, directly tested and recognized by President Lula, Ms. Dilma was appointed as his 

political candidate for the present elections and one can say that both of them won. 

What changes in Brazil with the election of Ms. Dilma?  

Brazilians voted for the continuity of what we can call the “new deal”, comparing to President Roosevelt 

period in the US. It mainly means that: 

 Absolute poverty will continue to be eliminated in Brazil 
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 Middle class will continue to increase after achieving the highest level of 50% of the population 

with President Lula. 

 Minimum wage, employment and social benefits will continue to increase after record levels 

with President Lula. 

 Economic growth is expected to continue after achieving 7% in 2010 with President Lula. 

 Heavy investments in country infra-structure (railways; roads; ports; energy) will increase. 

 Inflation will continue under control (4.5% per year or less). 

In general Brazilians expect more of the same with President Dilma compared to the Lula period. They 

mainly expect the “new deal” will continue, what is a major achievement in the Brazilian History from 

any perspective one takes. 

In her first speech after being elected Ms. Dilma pointed out her government priorities: 

 Education – Invest 7-10% of GDP in K12, technical and high levels education programs, 

compared to 3% of GDP a few years ago and 5% in 2010. Increase the quality of Brazilian 

education in all levels. 

 Continue the economic and social achievements of President Lula. Keep high present yearly GDP 

growth rates and keep the “social welfare” policies of President Lula. 

 Reduce the public debt from current 42% of GDP to 30% of GDP in next couple of years. 

 Reduce the local free risk interest rate from present 11% to 6-7% level as a consequence of 

public debt reduction and government expenditure controls and affirmative fiscal policy (4% 

inflation plus 2% free risk interest rate are the government targets for 2014). 

 Strong federal government focus on the oil “pre-salt” Petrobras projects, which will require over 

US$ 300 billion investments in next five years or so. 

 Increase Brazilian investment rate from present 17% of GDP to 23-25% of GDP in next four 

years, reducing government expenditures and increasing government savings. 

 Fight the Real excessive appreciation in relation the US dollar and the Chinese Yuan, what 

reduces Brazil ability to export and to compete in international markets. 

 Combat the drugs and the crime in large cities like Rio, Sao Paulo and others, also increasing the 

controls of the boarders mainly in relation to countries we know are important drug producers 

and exporters.  

 Reduce corruption in all government levels reinforcing the law, the free press and giving 

example. 

Ms. Dilma invited all parties and politicians that lost present elections to join hands on behalf of Brazil.  

She said she will be the President of all Brazilians regardless of political colors and she will treat State 

Governors and politicians with fairness regardless of political parties. 

She is already working in the transition period with her executive and political team to take up as 

President of Brazil next January 2011 (four years mandate plus the reelection possibility). 
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Brazilian elections (second round) took place on last October 30th from 8 am to 5 pm and by 8:30 pm we 

all knew that President Dilma was elected without dispute, with 100 million people showing up to vote 

and 100% tested and well accepted electronic voting system, covering 100% of Brazil territory plus 37 

major Brazilian embassies in other countries. 

An important long term asset Brazil has consolidated is democracy and political stability, not only short 

term economic results. 

Mr. Serra or Ms. Dilma didn’t present significant different campaign proposals for Brazil; therefore, 

Brazilians decided to elect Ms. Dilma as a continuity of President Lula government. 

 

There is a popular saying in Brazil that goes like this: “The hell is full of people with good intentions”. 

It helps us to remember the significant challenges Brazil still has to overcome to become a special 

country and a relevant player in the world community. 

 

Major challenges of Ms. Dilma 

 How to coordinate and achieve potentially competitive economic and social objectives, what 

requires “fine tuning” and high ability at the micro economic, political and social levels (not an 

easy task). 

 Implement radical changes in the Brazilian education system - fast and with measurable and 

significant results. Surpass the simple “quality development goal” increasing also the 

consciousness of ethical values among Brazilian youth generations for the benefit of our future 

political, economic and social institutions. 

 Achieve good political coordination and results with coalition political parties like PMDB and 

others and consolidate her political leadership succeeding President Lula, in spite of his socio-

economic achievements and popularity. Show that she is able to act less as a “good manager” 

and more as a State leader as time passes.  

 Be successful with the “pre-salt” oil projects, the largest ones in the history of Brazil which can 

make Brazil an important bulky and refined oil exporter in 4-5 years. Set the institutional basis to 

avoid the “Dutch disease” as large volumes of oil exports can appreciate too much the “Real” 

reducing Brazilian ability to export other products, increasing the oil dependency in the long run. 

 Improve Brazilian public health care system which is far from satisfactory in the eyes of most 

part of the population, mainly the middle and low level socio-economic segments which heavily 

depend on it. 

 Effectively reduce corruption and bad practices in all government levels setting the example 

from the top, continue allowing the complete free press system that Brazil has conquered and 
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punishing effectively at the federal gov’t level when necessary, strengthening the judiciary 

system too. 

It is fair to say that the President does not have all the power to fix the Brazilian political system but 

he/she has strong influence due to the local Presidential model that Brazil follows. Mr. Lula plans to 

invest most of his time in this project, helping Ms. Dilma, in future years. 

 

Which are not strong political objectives of Ms. Dilma?  

Ms. Dilma did not emphasize too much in her first speech and during the political campaign a list of 

points and subjects that continue to be relevant for the long term future of Brazil: 

 Tax reform – Brazilian companies and citizens have a forest of taxes, duties and other 

obligations to pay that could be heavily simplified to the benefit of all and reduction of 

corruption among public employees. To simplify the tax system, to expend more effectively and 

to improve overall gov’t service levels are urgent needs, not so much to reduce the existing tax 

level. 

 Red tape (bureaucracy) – Brazil needs to simplify the required local procedures to someone to 

open a business, to run it and to shut down when necessary. The “cost of doing business” in 

Brazil due to red tape is still high and must be reduced to increase the competitiveness of the 

Brazilian economy. 

 One million and a half retired public employees corresponds to 40% of the social security deficit 

while 23 million of retired private sector employees answers for 60% of this deficit, what is an 

important problem the country has to address, not only now, but for the future generations. 

 Discuss what kind of free market economy and government economic intervention we want 

(and what we want to avoid) to maximize long term socio-economic results and to minimize 

undesired government economic intervention reducing free competition, innovation, correct 

price systems, reducing productivity and increasing corruption in many economic sectors. It is 

also fair to say that local political parties and the Brazilian society have significant share of 

responsibility in this case and the President will always respond to the wishes of the majority of 

voters. 

President Lula has said he will coordinate the political reform, what he sees as a task of the political 

parties and not of the Federal Government. This is also an important task to Brazil nowadays, but we still 

need to see the results of this political reform and what will effectively improve, remain the same or 

even get worst after the reform.  
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Additional comments 

Ms. Dilma can be considered “more of the same” in relation to President Lula period (last 8 years). 

Brazilians are happy with last eight years government achievements increasing average income, 

reducing inflation, reducing the cost of money, reducing poverty levels, providing economic stability and 

consistency. 

Significant changes in the Brazilian public education system (for the better) are the main political reform 

we need in the long run. Educated people with the right set of values generate almost automatically a 

good political system to regulate the social and economic life of all citizens.  

Brazil long term political stability and consolidated democratic regime has produced economic and social 

results and this is by all measures a virtuous moment for Brazilian society in general. 

Huge on-going projects like the pre-salt oil fields in the coast of Brazil will require significant short term 

investments and the continuity of the Labor Party (PT) in the Presidency will assure the proper 

conduction of these projects (plus PAC projects), in the view of most part of the population, as the pre-

salt fields were discovered and initiated during the mandate of President Lula and Ms. Dilma was his 

right arm in management and execution of these important oil projects. 

Brazil is the eight largest world’s economy nowadays and plans to achieve the fifth position in next ten 

years (US; China; Japan; Germany; Brazil). The country is very rich in natural resources (oil, minerals, 

agriculture land, water, clean energy sources), it has a good population size compared to the extension 

of the country (190 million inhabitants), a strong local market, is a world leader in many agro-business 

areas, it has a diversified industrial site, very favorable long term population age groups (economically 

active population is increasing compared to young and elder segments) and continuously increasing 

middle class (in size and purchasing power). 

Foreign investments in Brazil have increased sharply in recent years, leaded by US direct investments, 

what has caused the local appreciation of the Real (local currency) in relation to the US dollar from 

R$/US$ 2.30 a few years ago to R$/US$ 1.70 right now (30% currency appreciation in a couple of years). 

High local returns on Brazilian projects have overcome the local currency appreciation as well as high 

local interest rates on money investments plus the growth in the local stock market (Bovespa) which has 

already surpassed August-September 2008 general index. 

Brazil didn’t suffer too much with the 2008 world crisis mostly due to tight government bank controls 

which were first in place during President Fernando Henrique second mandate (1998-2001). The country 

international money reserves are near US$ 300 billion and the local impact of the world crisis was only 

felt during the second half of 2008 and part of 2009. GDP growth for 2010 will be near 7% (yearly rate) 

and the expected economic growth for future years continues to be high (over 5% a year). 

Luiz M Flores 


